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THE THUMB

"No caress would be complete if the thumb didn't notch it 
into place." Active, selecting and fixing, drifting and 
letting pass, gauging maturity and ripeness since the time 
of the Garden, the thumb constantly holds to its pivotal 
role in human affairs. Without it, its every use asks, 
would humans have been able to hold tools to invent the 
wheel, or hitchhike? It will not let others lose sight of 
its importance. Use your fingers to signal "four" and 
there's the thumb, butting in front, taking a bow, the self- 
proclaimed impressario of every gesture. Its position is 
that of an Old Testament prophet, stand-offish, a judge, not 
merely a part, of the community. Yet never is its opposit
ional nature more marked than when it must indicate "good 
job" or "all's well." With the fierce pride of Leonardo 
da Vinci, it draws itself up rigid, refusing to bow before 
even the sun. The laws of perspective right themselves at 
once, and mountains, cities, and the rest of the body 
dwindle to their vanishing points.
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THE ANKLES
Touch your leg: find your ankle. You push against the 
firmness of the fibula, the tibula, the anterior crest, 
the medial or lateral malleolus. You squeeze the ex
tensor hallucis, the extensor digitorum longus, the per- 
oneous brevis. The bony lumps? On the inside, the distal 
knot of the tibula. On the outside, of the fibula. But 
the ankle? It has always been our weak point. Not exact
ly flesh and bone. It does not bear the weight of the 
spirit either, as the ancients found when their idols col
lapsed at the point where the gold bodies met the feet of 
clay. Remembering Achilles, Roman soldiers realized cour
age could not win everything, and gambled with the ankle 
bones of horses. But luck depends on a convergence of 
outer circumstance and inner readiness. You still have to 
stand on your own feet, make your own way. With each 
step, one leg swings out while the other tries to balance 
the body's weight, which starts to plummet forward as the 
stepping leg nears the end of its arc. No matter how pre
cise your math, the random still confronts you. Rocks 
shrug off feet. Holes hide under curving grass. The 
ankles flex, pivot. Each day rolls one sun, each night 
one moon. Your calf muscles begin to ache. Your breath
ing becomes ragged. You slide on a muddy ledge, brace 
yourself just in time. If you're still standing at the 
end of your journey, consider the workings of fate and 
chance, then give thanks to where it is due.

ORIGINS 
Bobby Pin

Though quickly adapted to the practicalities of wig fashion, 
the first short, u-shaped metal hairpin was a present from 
a court wit to Marie Antoinette, who was heard to complain 
that she missed the singing of crickets in winter. By 
placing the pin in her hair near her ear and rubbing the 
two metal legs together, Antoinette could produce the rusty 
squeak that pleased her so.

Suntan Lotion

Noticing the dilated pupils and beads of sweat as excited 
courtesans watched a rug, an hourglass, and a grape turn 
to gold, King Midas's jealous brother worked to perfect a 
sweet-smelling ungent that would temporarily lend his skin 
a deep golden hue.
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Eyeglasses (Dark Lenses. Western Culture)
Afraid of falling into priestly arrogance, Pope Julius II 
had his eyeglasses tinted black as a reminder that all on 
Earth see as through a glass darkly.

Hearing Aid
The world owes the modern hearing aid, which fits neatly 
into the ear, to Dr. Luis de Cordoba, a Chilean specialist, 
who was suddenly inspired by the sight of his six-year-old 
son holding a seashell to his ear in the family's Santiago 
apartment and claiming that the Pacific was particularly 
loud that day.

—  Mark Cunningham 
Opelika AL

PROSE POEM, JUNE 22, 1994, 4:53 PM, ROOSEVELT AVE.,
CITYBOUND F TRAIN
across the tracks, waiting for the outbound train, a woman, 
30 or 35, dark hair, dark glasses, beige colored net shirt, 
staring into the window before me, eating a green apple. I 
stare back, she stares into my eyes, she looks away, turning 
her head to the far wall, twists her body, pivoting on hips, 
shifting feet, arching her back so her breasts stand 
straight out, highlighted, turns so that her right breast, 
small, braless, is pushed forward, isolated, as if staring 
at me, as if she were naked there, offering, she moves her 
legs apart, moves her hips, rotating. as my train starts to 
move, she turns back, grins with her lips tight, seeming to 
ask how I liked it. I smile with lips closed, nod my head 
slowly. she pushes her tongue out and licks her lips.

THE THEORY OF TRANSPORTATION 
statement of the problem

the problem has always been found in the question of 
how to get from here to there.

schematic
you are here at the start. mark this spot and note 
well. in the future, you intend to be at some other 
spot off in the distance.
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caveat
it is no solution merely to plan to mark that other 
spot and, having done that, to pronounce the deed 
accomplished.

history
walking has been, for as long as human memory, an 
outline of an approach to the fundamentals of the 
problem. the simple motion of alternate feet in 
similar directions can be an adequate solution for 
certain of the shorter distances. rolling over is 
not practical.

a complication
walking permits a person to travel accompanied by 
only the smallest of objects. this is called 
carrying.

the first solution
sleds and domestic animals permit the movement of 
baggage.

the literature
the literature of transportation is varied and ex
tensive and never fails to address the problem, com
plete with citations and an adequate intellectual 
apparatus. the subject can be approached from a 
multitude of directions. there are various approaches, 
the literature approaches voluminousness, shining like 
a clear light on the entire subject. this approach is 
not entirely fatuous, because transportation is the 
practical study of approaching. the list of approaches 
may be uncovered at will.

the uses of subways
a fine method of transportation. without travelling 
anywhere at all, one can ride the subway for years 
without moving or leaving or getting anywhere. despite 
slow changes of equipment, nothing changes at all, un
less you travel to a double fare zone. double fare 
zones fall out of the subway category entirely, 
all subway lines are interlinked and it is possible to 
have races which require travelling every inch of track, 
this field is best left to obsessives.

the transportation of commodities
car, train, ship. there are cargo airplanes, long 
distance trucking facilities. there is also the trans
portation of intangible commodities, such as informat
ion. we have telephones. this is something entirely 
different. so is information. transportation makes it 
possible to imagine the exchange of goods and messages.
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the commodity of transportation
it leads to the exchange of cash and credit. it 
suggests the circulation of money. we therefore 
travel in circles, looking for money and other 
commodities. this is not as obvious as walking in 
circles. telepathy doesn't count.

philosophical interlude
can there be transportation if nothing is moving? 
the impossibility of motion has already been proved, 
this causes serious difficulty for those who believe 
in communication.

a romantic byway
even the most primitive mode of transportation makes 
human intercourse possible. once possible, we may 
soon believe it necessary, reproduction may occur 
even if people sleep in separate beds. before this, 
reproduction was impossible except by random accident, 
a doubtful improvement for the race.

intermediate summary
we have seen so far how a limited idea of transpor
tation can slow the discussion and slow down the 
serious consideration of alternatives. the imaginat
ion of serious alternatives must not be limited by 
the existing modes of transportation. let us not ask 
of transportation more than it can deliver, nor 
accept less motion than we deserve.

the political economy of transportation
a hard subject which has been inadequately exploited 
and explored. not entirely suitable for poetry, 
consider the federal highway system. Chrysler. the 
mann act.

the law of transportation
the mann act. public facilities. civil rights, why 
men pay more for auto insurance. this is why I no 
longer give women my seat on buses and subways.

transportation and erotic life
it is difficult to have sexual intercourse in a car 
with bucket seats. this is no coincidence, we are 
better for it. airplanes and the mile high club, 
autoeroticism. if you have a sleeper, the motion of 
a train improves the sex act. sleeping cars have 
never been given a fair chance on subways. trans
portation makes it meaningful to say come to me, 
darling, I love you.

my secret fear
that there are forms and modes of transport I've never 
heard of. why has no one told me of these?
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the other fear
the sum of transportation related deaths and injuries 
has never been calculated. it is incalculable. this 
is a serious fear. many of these deaths are suicides.

a third fear
the correlate of come to me, darling, is I'm leaving 
you, dear. transportation makes this possible. it is 
small solace that transportation makes the phrase 
"I'm coming" meaningful. where is she coming from? 
this may not be true in other languages.

inadequate summary
the slightest motion from one point to another raises 
all sorts of difficulties and unforeseen complications, 
the function of inadequate complaint departments for 
all organized modes of transportation is to prevent 
complaining by the slyest means.

apology and conclusions
I am very sorry. I am truly sorry, this is the end 
of the line. all passengers must disembark, we are 
grateful for your patronage, we really are. I mean 
it. this is freighted with deep meaning. we have 
reached the terminal.

—  Jesse Weiner 
Little Neck NY

DAD WOULD BE LAUGHING
I'm pumping gas into my car Sunday 
morning looking down at the hot ground 
see the shadow of an airplane hear the 
cars speeding by and someone washing a 
car and someone else getting directions to 
Route 2 and the gasoline fumes smell so 
strong so familiar reminding me of Dad 
who fixed cars for a living and came home 
every day smelling like he'd been bathing 
in gasoline and I thought about death 
robbing him of life when he was so young 
and how he deserves to be around still 
today would've really enjoyed being 
around still today perhaps sitting here in 
my car watching me pump the gas 
laughing trying not to make too much fun 
of me but not being able to help himself 
because he knows I'm annoyed as hell 
about having to have that damn gasoline 
smell on my hands all day long.



ANOTHER FRIDAY MORNING MEETING IN 
SEMC’s VULTEE STREET CONFERENCE ROOM #1
Jim, our senior gas products design 
engineer, is going on 
and on about how
the rate of resin bed consumption 
slows down
as the gas diffusion path lengthens 
and has been calculated to 
be less than 0.10 ml./min., and 
explaining too that only- 
after passing
air through the purifier at 
1 slmp for 15 seconds 
does the temperature increase 
to ca. 50 degrees C.
And Roger's digging at a cuticle
with his pen, Peter's chewing
his lip, Virg
is pouring himself
another cup of coffee, Kurt,
sitting beneath the "If We Don't
Take Care Of The Customer ...
Somebody Else Will" sign,
is taking very careful
notes of the proceedings, and I'm
wondering if there's any
wads of chewing gum stuck to the
underside of this fancy-
schmancy conference room
table.

I'M DOODLING ON A YELLOW PAD OF PAPER
"We have to protect 
ourselves, have to be certain,"
Fat Jim is saying, "that 
the sales reps who leave 
The Company 
don't take any
of The Company secrets with them."
And I'm puzzling over what 
in the fuck he's 
talking about since I'm 
the boss of these
thieving sales reps, have been here 
longer than any of them, and I 
don't know any damn company secrets, 
can't imagine what they 
might know that could jeopardize 
the sovereignty of The Company.
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But really the truth
of the matter is I
couldn't care less one way or
the other and say, "Yeah right, Jim,
and keep on doodling.

THE GUYS IN FAB 11 CAN FIX ANYTHING
Phil and I gown-up 
and go into Fab 11 where 
IBM is manufacturing
their latest state-of-the-art computer 
chips. Seems one of our 
WCDS Dispense Pump Controllers is on 
the fritz so we hand-carried 
a new one all
the way up from Boston for the guys 
to install on their 3 million dollar 
DNS Apply Cluster Tool.
But right away we can see that 
the new one
isn't working either. The little red
lights aren't lighting and it’s
not cycling. So I begin to sweat
even more than normal
inside my Goretex gown and hat
and mask and booties and gloves.
I whisper to Phil, "What in the hell 
will we do if we can't get 
this damn controller going and this 
million-dollar-a-day line goes down?"
He shrugs, "We'll be dead meat, 
dead fucking meat."
But before we know what's
happening, 6 eager beaver engineers
have descended on our stupid little
S500 controller that won't work
like vultures on a fresh zebra carcass
one opens it up, another
holds a flashlight while a third
pages through the operator's manual
and a fourth is on the phone
trying to find cable
and some splicing tape. Nobody
says much, they're just working,
huddled over our stupid
controller lying there in the middle
of the Fab floor. Within minutes
they find the problem and repair it,
wham bam thank you ma'am just like that
I’m helping out too, by the way,
by humming the theme
song to "Mission Impossible."



I ASKED MY MACHO SALES MANAGER PALS "WHAT'S 
A HAT TRICK?"
Which of course was
the wrong thing to ask because they're all
serious sports junkies,
some of them even watch golf
on TV, but anyway
I asked them and they made faces
and held their bellies
and groaned about how they can't
believe I know even less about ice hockey
than about the other great sacred
American pastimes,
like football and baseball, basketball 
and fishing, and how 
could I even call myself an 
American if I don't know what a damn 
hat trick is, and I say,
"Yeah, yeah, okay, hey look I tried
once after the US Ice Hockey
Team beat the Soviets in the '80 Olympics
to get into it but Christ
it is just the most violent thing I've
ever seen, players getting
their heads smashed in
with sticks and pucks, getting slammed
unconscious up against rink walls,
and whereas I can appreciate
the social value of sports violence,
it being a controlled outlet
for man's natural agressions, well it's
simply too violent for me."
And they made more faces 
of disgust and grabbed at their 
bellies and groaned
about me being just the most simpering 
little pussy on the planet. But at least 
I finally found out that 
a hat trick is three goals scored by 
a single player in one game, 
because in the old days after the third 
goal the fans threw their hats 
in the rink.

DAD THANKS FOR THE 
ADVICE BUT I SHOULD'VE 
DONE IT YOUR WAY
I didn't join the Navy like you did 
Dad didn't ship-out during two 
terrible wars didn't learn to fix
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trucks and cars like you learned 
crawling all around on your belly in 
the cold grease and dirt and oil 
because you wouldn't have me 
doing any of that you always said 
"use your head son not your hands 
don't get stuck laboring your whole 
life long like me" so I did what you 
told me Dad what you wanted I 
went to college even took advanced 
degrees found myself a nice clean 
white-collar office job and now I'm 
using my head sure using my head 
thinking all the time about how to 
market this product how to sell more 
of that product but I must tell you 
how incredibly inane disgusting even 
this businessman's life is and how I 
wish I had done a stint in the Navy 
and learned to fix cars for a living 
like you did Dad just like you.

I GET THE FEELING MY 
BROTHER TODD IS DRINKING 
TOO MUCH
I called up my brother Todd 9 o'clock at 
night I'd received in the mail a certified 
copy of the marriage certificate of 
Grandmother Muriel and Grandfather Fred 
no one else in our family knew they were 
married September 23, 1922 no one even 
knew what year it was all a mystery in part 
because she was only 16 at the time but 
anyway the photocopied piece of paper 
sent to me by some bored functionary 
down in New York City had almost a 
reverential feel because Grandmother 
Muriel died merely 10 years later in 1932 
died by putting her pretty head in an oven 
in her mother's oven and breathing in 
more gas than she should've so anyway I 
was so excited knowing this information 
that I called up Todd and he answered the 
phone and after I finished my impassioned 
soliloquy he giggled and slurred "oh gee 
that's nice that's really nice have you had a 
bottle of wine yet to celebrate?"
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GARY
airplanes airports 
all-day-long

booze women 8c 
women & women 
& booze my boss is 
a businessman a 
businessman yes 
and this is his life 
yes it is and he 
loves it.

meeting hotel
rooms pricing wars 
deliveries round
table reviews
golfing skiing top
less joints booze

DUMPED

he'll become a better person now
that she's dumped
him
deep feelings will flush to 
the surface
making him more sensitive 
to others
making him stronger for when some
other girl dumps him
again

I'm the neighborhood prowler 
My feet aren't sore 
But I'm taking a short vacation 
Because of the unsporting way 
I've been treated lately 
Oh, I can tell by the giggling 

and gossiping
Some of you like discovering 
Footprints outside your windows 
But you're gonna have to 
Turn off the flashlights 

and call off the dogs 
Or find yourselves another boy

Michael Estabrook
Acton MA
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SHE WANTED
that voiceless boy 
in the back 
of the classroom 
the boy with 
the battered past
she wanted
to make it all better 
but he kept 
walking away
before she could tell him 
he kept walking away 
without a word
she wanted 
to follow him 
step inside
his boarding house door 
establish her credentials 
with these words:
the world says 
the quiet ones 
are dangerous 
i would remind the world 
of those who quietly 
give us poetry 
of those who quietly 
give us conscience
she liked speeches 
desperately wanted 
to deliver this one
but she was a healer 
not a follower
and he kept 
walking away
before she could tell him
he kept walking away 
without a word

ONE DAY
after 20 years 
of less than 
marital bliss,
Harry looked 
at his wife 
and said: Who 
are you, anyway?
A fair question, she replied. 
Why, I'm the Belle of 
the Hippy Ball. Remember 
my long blonde hair 
and my distain for 
shoes or sandals.
I accompanied you 
to a basketball game 
on a snowy December 
night 20 years ago.
I was barefooted and 
you asked me to marry you. 
Those days, you used 
to say: All you have 
to do is get naked 
and walk toward me 
and all my philosophy 
and poetry go right out 
the proverbial window.
This is who I am. Darling.
Harry calmly walked 
outside, got in 
his BMW and drove 
as fast as possible 
into the nearest 
concrete embankment.
At his funeral 
there were no 
barefooted ladies 
but several middle- 
aged men with 
long hair.

—  Larry S. Rogers 
Ft. Smith AR
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FOUR
one of the higher ups 
in the office said 
he was no good at this 
sort of thing when the 
secretary calculating 
postage asked him if he 
thought the bundle closer 
to three or five pounds, 
and placed it flat 
on the palms of his 
faintly trembling hands

MAIL
because they get so much 
they do it with letter 
openers in the office, 
the way you'd gut something, 
no slow slide of fingers under 
the licked flaps, as fishermen 
curve second nature into moistly 
sounding gills, as doctors probe 
measured cuts in sleeping flesh 
and beyond the seals of naturally 
open parts, as chefs gently work 
fillets in order to stuff, then cook 
them, with them, because they get 
so much of it, with them it's like 
undoing a zipper, bright lick of 
metal, nothing to it.

WASH AND FOLD
the women in this 
laundromat do the 
drop-in orders, 
they read our stains 
like tea leaves, 
learn our scents by heart, 
rarely wash their hands 
as they talk earnestly 
in hushed tones about 
who'd done what wrong 
in some small circle
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SUPERIORS
It's not mere 
want of love 
that brings to 
mind my grandmother 
when I'm at work,
In fact, it's when my 
colleagues, or shall 
I say superiors, 
are at their friendliest, 
rolling genial comments 
gracefully from their 
tongues, that I recall 
grandma —  the funniest 
things —  like how she would 
swear at the cat and give 
it the boot when we were 
around, but take it to her 
lap when she thought 
we weren't

SERVICE
we debated how 
much tip to give 
the waitress, 
she had an attitude, 
she was slow, 
and those silly 
phrases she used: 
are you all set. 
seven dollars 
was plenty. more 
than enough, we 
threw the bills 
in a pile and rose 
from our seats, 
thoroughly satisfied

—  Meg Brady
Jamaica Plain MA

RUSTED
Tomato vines grown from the garbage, 
climb over the old tractor 
like children slithering over a statue 
of some former president.

PRESUMPTUOUS
The white objects I saw flying
over your house last night at sundown
could have been pigeons
but they looked like handkerchiefs
waving at sailors.

TODAY
One point of light, 
a ray through a pinhole 
in the morning 
newspaper.

VAGUE

The teakettle creates 
its own weather.
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INDEPENDENT
Walking on wind?
Surely you meant to walk on water.

LAUGHTER
Little berries cluster 
orange on the cotoneaster.

LONELY
Blue berries in a solitary glade —  
the deer come through this way 
in autumn only.

NEVER
No matter which way I turn it, 
this black box has no opening.

—  Barbara Drake 
Yamhill OR

BERCHTESGADEN
She tells a strange story of Hitler's love of astrology 
She saw Goebels with a red weal on his face 
She says Hess is an addict of heroin
And says of Himmler He still suffers from the effects of 

venereal disease contracted when he was only a 
lad of twenty

Coarse Goering is always cracking jokes
Contrary to popular belief, the Führer is a late riser
Lunch is his favorite meal and begins with vegetable soup
He has a passion for trout served with butter sauce
Sweet potatoes usually accompany the fish
Sometimes an eagle is seen circling in the blue air
Guests assemble on the balcony before the dinner hour
Munich radio brings them Die Lustige Wittwe
Rounded forms of crockery gleam in the great hall
The Fuhrer's pockets are always filled with chocolates
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CAUGHT IN THE ACT OF ADMIRING MYSELF
I love it when my doctor laughs in spite of himself 
like we're equals.
The fact that he suggested I start 
making medium-term plans 
must mean he thinks I’m doing well, 
because generally it's the better adjusted 
who're up to making plans.
Consider, 
he said, 
working out
some aims professional/personal 
and ways to achieve them —  
a two-year/five-year plan.
But doctor,
I'm busy with the big nectarine in the fruit bowl 
while the world plans around me!
Yes, and I sketched
a little gesture of doubt in the air 
without moving my chin from my hand.

GOODBYE TO MAYBE
Of what earthly use is Madame Bovary to me
when I am drawn into a situation
containing those very elements I should avoid?
Concepts of need are awash in oil dollars, 
hoax callers are jamming the emergency lines, 
and the fireworks were my only pleasure all year.
This gesture of putting my hand to my eye 
alerts the world that I'm still alive.
My heart is empty of all snakes,
the game is played and I throw the game away.
I may fall asleep on the railway station platform 
and dream not totally pastoral dreams.
Like maintenance men clinging to steel,
I open my mouth to make this cry.

—  Emma Lew

Richmond VIC 3121, Australia
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FAMOUS
I'm famous because famous people know me 
I'm famous because I'm always just a few decibels 

louder than the rest 
I'm famous because I'm ruthless 
I'm famous because strangers seek my company 
I'm famous because invisible television cameras follow 

me to the drugstore & back
(whatever's playing on my Walkman's the soundtrack for 

this movie)
I'm famous enough to wear stupid hats w/impunity 
I'm famous enough to hold my head high & sigh at the 

ridiculous actions of others 
I'm flush with fame, feverish w/it!
I'm eagerness mixed w/languor 
I'm so famous cars slow
I'm so famous ladies kibbitz in my direction 
The Johnstown Flood & San Francisco Earthquake have 

nothing on my notoriety
I am renowned celebrated noted distinguished & illustrious 
At receptions people I don't know call me "Mr." & offer 

to share their cheese 
I slide by tickettakers w/a wink 
Customs officials bow & whisk me past lines 
On the street waiting limosines fling doors open for me 
I have never even seen a restaurant check nor do I wish to 
My name is writ large in fireworks that never cease 

exploding
Its syllables descend w/sulfurous vapor trails from every 

tongue in every coffeebar in Berkeley 
How could I be so famous? celebrated? spectacular? 

fabulous?
I am as famous as any fool who ever lived

SUNGLASSES
so the ultraviolet doesn't fry away my corneas 
so assholes I know won't recognize me 
so assholes I don't know won't recognize me 
so that I may be taken for the Beatles, say, or Belmondo 
so I may lust after ass freely 4 as long as it passes the 

range of my vision 
so the whole beach is a photograph 
so strangers don't burglarize my imagination 
so I can roll my eyes during endless insipid conversations 

w/out the interlocutor becoming aware 
so I may be safe in each necessary dishonesty 
so every distance is lunar, every person a traveling statue 
so in my drunkie days no one would know 
so I can hide a black eye
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so I can use them for mirrors to fix my hair on commuter 
trains

so the night holds no surprises
so the assassin & the bodyguard may change places at will

EVERYTHING & EVERYONE VS. RICHARD BRAUTIGAN
he died with his novels stories & poems in jaundiced 

paperbacks stacked on the shelves of every used 
bookstore in America

he died with an empty wallet a typewriter layered in dust 
he died & tidal waves of pumpkins washed ashore on the 

Oregon coast
he died & every trout in Montana knew
he died & the winos of Potrero Hill lifted 5ths of Tokay 

in salute
he died with his work —  widely hailed abroad —  derided 

by all but a handful of U.S. critics 
he died predeceased by the quality of mercy at the center 

of all his enterprise
he died with a ghostly answering machine acting as 

spokesman so the maggots could do their work 
he died an officially listed suicide but was poisoned by 

the alchemy of fame & a strange & terrible incomplete
ness without which it's impossible to experience 
failure's bottomless fallings 

he died the angriest man in the world & the loneliest & 
what he died from guns have nothing to do with

—  Jim Corey
Philadelphia PA

SWEPT AWAY
—  in memory of James Schuyler

He sat quietly in his little apartment,
weeping. James had been dead exactly one year,
and the anniversary was turning out
quite rough. He considered driving
to the Atlantic, but decided not to do so —
there was all the traffic he would have had to fight.
The bookshelves were quiet;
Sappho, Shakespeare, Dante, Goethe,
Dickinson, Moore, Plath, Pound,
Auden, Williams, Bishop
did not call out to him. On a table,
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volumes by O'Hara and Ashbery —
and also one of James' books —
lay next to an electric typewriter. They
also were quiet. He rose, walked 
to his tiny kitchen to prepare 
a salad. He could hear children
playing outside. He hoped 
they would all endure to and through 
adulthood, and thrive —  he knew 
the risks were high of terrible events 
buffeting them.
He sliced lettuce and cucumbers, 
washed carrots and cabbages,
reached toward the shelf 
where he kept vinegar, picked up 
an empty bottle. Damn.
No vinegar. He would have to drive 
to a supermarket, or do without.
He gazed through a window 
at the setting sun.
He began to weep again;
losing James Schuyler was enormously difficult 
to deal with. He sat down on an old chair 
he had had for two decades.
The children had fallen silent.
He thought of the Atlantic.

THE READING
I dreamed I went 
to a poetry reading —  
e.e. cummings read 
some of his 
poems. I clapped 
several times,
especially after he finished
"if learned darkness from our searched world."
He made some remarks,
telling the crowd
people shouldn't idolize
those they admire.
I made my way to the front,
shook hands
and asked his opinion
of how the critics
deal with his reputation.
He frowned at me,
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and said poets have more important things 
to worry about.
"Say," he said. "I like 
that fellow Robert Creeley.
Yes, I certainly like
that fellow Robert Creeley."
At that, my dream 
faded into oblivion.

—  Joe Lackey 
Amarillo TX

A BELL ON A GIRL'S BICYCLE
I think this is a bell on a girl's bicycle 
I think it sings 
I think it rings 
I think it is awakening 
I think it is ringing angels 
I think it is disturbing the saints 
I think of its anniversary 
I think of momentarily 
I think I am spellbound 
I think of its silvery reverberations 
I think this is a bell that rings in the center 

of the universe

DOORBELL
I think this is a doorbell in blue heaven 
I am touching the touchstone 
I am touching the immediate 
I am touching the bells 
I am touching charing cross 
I am hearsay 
I am listening 
I am hearing 
I am ringing
I am hearing the angels sing

SOLDIERS AFTERWARDS
I thought it rained at first 
I thought the rain is stronger at first 
I thought of any day it rained
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I thought of memorandums 
I thought of memories 
I thought it was raining angels 
I thought we needed to think
I thought the rain is beautiful to a soldier 
I thought a waitress at a restaurant said, "Certainly 

Sir"
I thought it is raining again 
I thought of ever afterwards 
I thought of the symphony

DOMINION
I think there are more dots on our block
I think there are more dots on one side of the block
I think there are more dots on the other side of our bloc:
I think there are more dots on one side of the night
I think there are more dots on the other side of the nigh
I think there are more stars on our block 
I think there are more doorbells on one side of the block
I think there are more doorbells on the other side of

the block
I think there is ringing
I think there is sovereignty
I think there is the dominion of the soul

UNREST
I think of this unrest 
I think of the artists 
I think of the poets 
I think of the furious violinist 
But I think of those others 
I think of those populations 
I think of those clarions 
I think of the utmost 
I think of the soul
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GOD
I fear piety
I fear God
I fear the Church
I fear this is a lawbreaker
I fear a rowdy
I fear a hoodlum
I fear disorderly conduct



—  Alfred Starr Hamilton 
Montclair NJ

TEST TUBE BABY
Wild Turkey 101, Peppermint Schnapps, 1/2 & 1/2
They couldn't have been 
of woman born, standing 
in the bar among the hordes 
as if dropped to earth 
from an alien ship without 
a guide or a map.
Totally clueless doesn't quite 
cover how far out of it 
they were, trying to decide 
which brand of Root Beer 
they wanted to order next.
I almost felt sorry for what 
would happen if they hung out for 
more than one drink.
Jerking them around wouldn't 
even be fun but I would be 
honor bound to do so if he 
tried that stale Root Beer line 
on me again. He'd wish they'd 
never let him out of that Lab 
on Uranus when I was finished 
with him. He might even reapply 
for special admission.
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I fear a riot 
I fear a storm 
I fear an underling 
I fear underhanded 
I fear a game of pinochle 
I fear a loose disciple 
I fear a methodist performer 
I fear a minister 
I fear a sneak 
I fear poison
I fear a drugstore around the corner 
I fear troubled waters 
I fear double potions 
I fear double troubles 
I fear the forces of God 
I fear the forgery of God 
I fear the armed forces 
I fear God
I fear uncivilization 
I fear a lie



HOLLYWOOD
Equal parts in a tall glass over ice: Chambord, 

Vodka, pineapple juice
His last screen test must 
not have gone well which 
went a long way towards explaining 
his confusion. 3 AM February 
mornings in Albany call for 
a different kind of garb other 
than his khaki Land's End 
shorts, Banana Republic polo 
shirt with sleeves cut off and 
an artificial plunging neckline 
to better show off his gold chains 
and lame tanning but bronzed skin.
Stood drinking his straight up 
Absolut martinis with his pinky 
finger extended. In some bars, 
posturing like that would be 
reasonable cause for initiating 
sudden death syndrome but 
in his case, it wouldn't be 
necessary. By dawn he would just 
be another frozen, roadside 
monument to mans' incredible 
capacity for stupidity and 
monumental pride.

BETWEEN THE SHEETS
Rum, Brandy w. Rose's Lime Juice, equal 

parts over ice
There was nothing subtle 
about her technique, get 
them off balance with a 
sweet smile, tender lips, 
parting bedroom eyes 
promising unspeakable pleasures 
between the sheets.
That she could outdrink 
a whole division of Marines 
didn't hurt her mission 
to conquer, subdue and 
pillage the dim, unsuspecting 
men who thought with the 
organ below their waists instead 
of the one supposedly residing 
in the head. Lighting her 
cigarette, I make sure sulfur 
fumes are directly in her face.
We both smile at that move,
I might represent a challenge.



FRENCH CONNECTION
Courvosier, Grand Marnier, straight up
Maybe he thought I was 
blind in both eyes and 
equally as dumb. As if 
I didn't notice his meeting 
the same people every Monday 
night for a nightcap and 
a quick trip to the Men's.
His fancy airs, drinks and 
distainful condescension were 
supposed to all be forgotten 
by a folded portrait of our 
sixteenth president under his 
brandy snifter when the deal 
was completed and another 
appointment on his card was 
about to be filled.
My memory improved when 
the plainclothes guy showed 
me one of his pictures in a 
book. "Oh, yeah, that's Frenchie, 
the crack dealer with the 
weak kidneys." Last I heard 
he was doing hard time in a 
place of poor quality.

Alan Catlin
Schenectady NY

A BELIEF OF MINE LOVE AND SLEEP
I think that 
clarity
is as necessary to poetry 
as water is 
to the human body.

Borders 
you can cross 
naked.

LANTERN
ELBOW It's bravery
A crane 
for 
beer.

that makes 
the future 
possible.

Peter Bakowski
Richmond VIC 3121, Australia
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WHOPPER
I'm walking down the street
in one of Portland's seedier neighborhoods,
on my way to attend the Jim Rose freak show.
I'm a little screwed-up
from too many bourbons
and some questionable sweet-and-sour
at Hung Far Low
And the bartendress had punctuated my meal 
with detailed updates concerning the surgery 
her mother was undergoing for bladder cancer 
or something.
As I’m about to round a corner 
this guy kind of insinuates himself 
from the shadows and addresses me:
HEY, MAN —  I JUST GOT RELEASED FROM JAIL THIS MORNING 
AND I HAVEN'T EATEN SINCE THEN.
I COULD SURE USE A COUPLE WHOPPERS.
"Oh," I say, "what were you in for?"
SOME BOGUS FUCKING NON-SUPPORT PAYMENT THING.
YOU KNOW HOW IT IS.
"Not really," I say.
SO ANYWAY, HOW ABOUT THOSE WHOPPERS?
"What about them?"
IF YOU CAN GIVE ME TWO BUCKS,
THEY'RE HAVING A SPECIAL DEAL —
TWO WHOPPERS FOR $1.99.
I took out my wallet and surveyed the cash.
"I only have one single, but you're welcome to it."
I SEE YOU'VE GOT A TEN THERE 
I COULD SURE USE THAT.
"Well, I intend to use that myself," I say, 
growing a bit weary with the direction 
this exchange is heading.

Scott Schafer



"Do you want the buck or not?"
LISTEN —  I KNOW WHERE I CAN GET CHANGE 
FOR THE TEN. FOLLOW ME.
I can't believe this guy's gall and, 
out of curiosity
and the perversity which has brought me here 
in the first place,
I follow him down the street.
THEY KNOW ME IN HERE 
he says as he rustles me into 
a dreary little beer bar 
called "Al's."
We walk up to the bar
and the bartender says to my escort,
"I thought I told you to stay the fuck out of here."
I JUST NEED SOME CHANGE, MAN,
A FIVE AND FIVE SINGLES.
I give my new friend the ten
and he hands it to the bartender,
who deposits it in the till and says,
"O.K. asshole —  now you only owe me 
thirty-five. Get lost."
"Hey —  wait a second," I say,
"that was my ten."
"You got that right. Now, both of you —  OUT!"
Back out on the street the guy says,
HEY, MAN —  I'M SORRY ABOUT THAT 
YOU WANNA GO GET SOME BURGERS 
OR SOMETHING?
"I'll pass," I say,
and head on towards the theater
where the freak show is being held.
HEY, MAN —  DON'T I STILL GET THE SINGLE?
I hear, as I move down the street.
At the box office I learn
all the tickets have been sold-out
for days.
But I'm not really disappointed.
I feel I've already seen the show.
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DOUBLE SUICIDE
"Miranda's coming out from Spokane next weekend. You 
remember —- she's the one who used to work at the paper 
—  whose father and brother committed suicide?"
This is Mark talking.
Mark occasionally tries to set me up with women. We've 
exhausted Port Angeles with no success, so now he's im
porting them from other parts of the state.
"Yeah, I remember you telling me that story. You think I 
should meet her?"
"Might be interesting. You're just the sort of head-case 
she usually goes for."
It looks good, at least from Mark’s vantage point. He 
knows that my father blew his brains out when I was 12 
and figures mutual suicide is as good a basis for a re
lationship as a shared interest in line dancing. Of 
course, Miranda's one up on me with the brother.
I meet Miranda at a party that Saturday night at Mark's.
But we barely speak beyond introductions as she is caught 
up reminiscing with her former newspaper cronies. I get 
a little drunk and decide to leave, another bust. But 
before I go, I offer to drive Miranda to the ferry Sunday 
morning.
"That'd be great," she says, and I leave.
As we're driving to the ferry, after the usual small talk, 
she says, "So Mark tells me your dad shot himself when you 
were a kid."
"Yeah. I understand you went through the same thing with 
your dad and brother," I respond.
"Yeah. It really fucked me up for a long time."
"I know what you mean."
"But," she says with a smile, "I've learned how to deal 
with it."
"Oh? how's that?"
"I use it," she says confidently.
"In what way?" I ask, expecting a tedious stream of psycho
babble .
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"To meet men," she says.
I smile and fight off the urge to jerk the car into an 
oncoming Peterbilt.

TWIN WEBERS
Vince invites me to his place for a bonfire 
He's got this huge pile of rubbish 
what passes for rubbish here 
tree tailings, etc.

He's got this girlfriend with tacky hair and 
an incredible body 
rare in these parts 

And he's got a pit bull named Mau Mau 
So I go
Vee's asked me to bring my Weber 
He's going to do a turkey and a ham
I get there early
And we set up the Webers
Vee takes a shower 
So I play with Mau 
scratch his tummy 
as if he's a parakeet
instead of some snarling version of Vee's id

The people begin to arrive 
There's a guy with a bad limp 
A familiarly off-center group (family?)
from Port Townsend 

And a former King County cop 
who's surveying things almost as 
pathologically as I am
I know from experience 
these people are all big beer drinkers 
but beer is too slow for me 
So I've brought a plastic jug of 
rum and fruit juice for me 
so I can keep up with the game

And I do, actually
I exchange small talk with the gimp 
I'm almost chatty with the bulimic 
bartendress from the Lucky Logger 

And I get into an all-too-familiar boogaloo 
with the ex-cop about serial killers 
Turns out he was on the Bundy 
and Green River cases
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And as I display my expertise in these matters 
he becomes a pro
and I feel the bright light in my eyes 

So I shift and look at the softball game going on in 
Vee's pasture
I consider getting in the game 
When suddenly Mau gets into it with 
the white Husky the bulimic bartendress 
has brought as her escort 

Mau has this white idiot by the rear left leg 
and isn't about to let go 
I glance at the twin Webers 
venting little smoke plumes 
as the softball game breaks up

This is real sport 
These two dogs going at it 
Mau Mau is on automatic pilot and 
the Husky is this pathetic prop 

Vince is digging it but 
being the perfect host 
shouts a clipped "Mau Mau! Off!"

Bulimic is doing a silent horror thing 
and the rest of us are 
making silent wagers

Vee finally turns the hose on the dogs 
But it's beyond the hose solution
The brawny Coast Guard (drunk)
(did I mention him?)
steps in and grabs Mau by the scruff of his neck 
and pulls him off the Husky 

Vee's primacy is briefly in dispute
The ex-cop and I have just observed the whole scene 
actually observed each other observing the scene 
and the bulimic bartendress takes her gimpy Husky away

Later, other people arrive 
and the dogfight is recalled 

Mau Mau smiles like nothing at all went down 
and Vince gives the cold shoulder to

the girlfriend with the incredible body 
and the stupid hair

The bonfire never does get lit 
But I do
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WEBERS 2
The turkey and the ham both came out of the Webers dry
I hinted to the ex-cop I was the Green River guy 
but he wasn't buying 
retired, eating dry barbecue

This loud, foulmouthed female shows up 
drunk as hell
Big tits bound in a bra and silk shirt 
very narrow hips in bursting blue jeans 
a constant cigarette sluicing her thin lips
I'm smitten
She immediately starts blaring about how she's lost her 
license to drive 
what an asshole the judge was
"Major?" someone asks, 
knowing this robed fool from experience
"No," foul mouth slurs, "Packer. Fucking asshole.
And I wasn't even drunk."

Her face is so red that I do a personal shrug.
The Coastguard, high off his dog-separating act, 
goes for the headliner
"I'm stationed up at Neah Bay.
You oughta come up to see me some time."
A real Mae West scene

But it probably works
For both of them

Meanwhile, I fantasize
About fucking her 
from the rear 
in the pasture 
beside my truck

WEBERS 3
I'd watched her chugalug about fifteen beers 
smoke thirty cigarettes 
and say "fuck" about 70 times

She'd drunk so many beers 
she'd had to undo the top button 
of her Levis
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"What's that?" she'd asked 
when we met in the kitchen at the fridge 
she getting another beer 
me pulling off the plastic rum container 
"Rum and fruit juice."
"Let me have some," she blurred
She took an incredible pull 
and said, "Let's get out of this fucking place."
I had to hold her up
walking through the pasture to the truck 
Even with the moon out 
I couldn't tell where her eyes were
so I let mine follow the line of that open top button
"Let's do it here," she pretzeled 
"No. It's too close," I checked
The last thing I remember from that affair 
is seeing her walk to her fridge 
the cut of her rear 
lighting a cigarette
swilling a whole beer down at 7 a.m. 
and saying, "So ... what's your name?"

WEBERS 4
I went back to Vince's around four 
to pick up my grill 
I felt as dry as the turkey 
or the ham
I spotted the two Webers 
in front of Vee's feed shed

On closer inspection 
I noticed one of them
—  the one with a mutilated third leg —  
was actually leaning against the shed

Mau Mau had a wide grin going 
so I just assumed the gimp was mine
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VENUS ENVY (OR, FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE)
Somebody told me there was this poetry outfit 
over in Seattle
which put out a review each year.
If you sent them so many copies of your work 
they'd staple everything together 
and put it out.
This sounded reasonable.
It also sounded like the only way I was likely to see 
anything of mine "in print."
So I went to the local copy place 
and made the required duplication of 
eight of what I considered to be among 
my ugliest and least publishable pieces.
When the review came out a few months later 
they sent me four copies.
I read through the thing and determined 
that mine were easily the best among 
a lot of generally hopeless word slag.
I also noticed that I had neglected to attach 
my name to my stuff, a typically unconscious bid 
to forever remain anonymous.
Anyway, accompanying the volumes was 
an invitation to come to Seattle and read my work 
at a bar which this outfit operated.
I had never read my work in public 
but I figured maybe I'd give it a try.
So I drove over to Seattle on Sunday,
armed with a sheaf of recent work and,
as I have always suffered paralyzing stage fright,
a pint of bourbon which I consumed sitting in my car
on the ferry.
The bar was located in a fairly seedy section of the city, 
beneath the monorail.
It was unbelievably smoky inside
as I signed my name on the list to read.
The readings appeared to be conducted on a 
first-come, first-serve basis.
I sat at the bar and drank beers 
as the readers followed one another 
to the podium and did their stuff.
It was all really pretty awful,
though not as bad as the stuff in the review.
One guy was actually quite funny in his 
shattered self-deprecation, 
and another guy
—  the "celebrity guest" for the evening —  
displayed some sort of academic grasp
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of the medium,
for whatever that was worth.
Then a young woman with the rattiest, filthiest blonde hair
I'd ever seen and various
rings and studs perforating her face
stepped up to the dais.
She was quite beautiful in a
ruined sort of way, gray eyes heavily lidded 
and with deep blue circles beneath them.
She wore a floor-length black fur of some sort 
which I thought I could smell from where I was seated 
at the bar.
She started reading in a low, scratchy monotone 
never looking up from the podium.
It was a straightforward prose piece,
actually a description of her picking up a guy
at this very bar,
and going with him to his loft
to read his "poetry."
As she approached the part in the piece where
he stopped reading his poetry to her
and began making his move on her
she put her hand inside the fur and began
handling herself.
The fur came open enough to reveal she was wearing 
nothing underneath.
Her hand moved down to her pussy,
though my view was obscured somewhat by the podium.
She brought herself off as she described 
the young poet performing oral sex on her.
It was all artfully synchronized 
and the room, 
as they say, 
belonged to her.
Following a brief, rapt pause,
she pulled her fur back together
and left the bar, followed by several aesthetes
who had obviously been impressed
with her work.
Then,
naturally,
my name was called.
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THE TERMINAL WOMAN
I was returning to Port Angeles from Los Angeles, where 
I'd spent two weeks nursing my sister through a surgical 
procedure. The flight from L.A. to Seattle had been the 
roughest I'd ever been on —  severe turbulence in thick 
fog the entire trip.
So I had a bunch of drinks, a practice I'd sworn off years 
before (on planes) and had a nice little buzz going as I 
sat in the lounge at SEATAC waiting for my connecting 
flight to P.A.
I never used to drink at airports either. Too expensive.
But now they've got a good thing going. Because there is 
no smoking allowed anywhere in the terminals, business has 
fallen off 30% in the lounges. A bartender told me this.
So they pour doubles now for the price of singles. So now 
I drink at airports. Simple economics. Anyway, I have a 
few Scotches and head for ray gate.
As I take a seat, I notice this woman about my age darting 
around, jabbering and laughing to herself —  really gone. 
Ordinarily I would think, "Oh Christ —  another AWOL from 
Reagan's Army," and move in another direction.
But this woman is almost beautiful in a scary kind of way. 
And I'm a little loaded, so I watch and wonder.
They announce it's time to board and I notice the crew 
noticing the crazy woman, deliberating whether or not to 
let her on the plane, It's a little 18-seater and she's 
definitely making a splash.
But they let her on. And, of course, she sits right across 
from me. She keeps mumbling and laughing. I can't under
stand a word. The flight guys give her another going over 
but then we are in the air. She really gets rolling with 
the laughter and I wonder if she will bolt from her seat 
and run the aisles.
I reach over, touch her shoulder, and ask, "Are you all 
right?"

She looks at me like a raccoon caught in the headlights of 
an oncoming logging truck, then smiles and says, "Yes, it's 
just an organic imbalance."
Good answer.

"Is somebody meeting you in Port Angeles?" I ask.
More laughing, then, a few moments later, "Yes. My father."
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I instantly visualize the John Huston character in 
Chinatown.
"Do you live in P.A.?" I ask.
Accelerated laughter and dramatic head tossing.
As we are walking from the plane to the terminal, she 
presses a piece of folded paper into my hand and walks 
ahead of me.
She walks up to a tall, impressive looking guy with a 
beard who is no older than she or I and puts her arms 
around him. Looking at me, he kisses the top of her 
head, takes her travel bag and escorts her from the 
terminal.
I unfold the paper she has given me.
Written in large graceful script, is what appears to be 
a local phone number. Except that there are 8 digits. 
Beneath the number she has written, "Don't be afraid." 
And a little Happy Face.

ON HERITAGE AND HERESY
i recently submitted some of my writing to 
a professional poet/publisher 
he returned it with a letter telling me 
the verse exhibited a "delightful imagination" 
but the prose was "too concerned with self"
I stayed up all night drinking
and as the sun rose from behind the mountains
I hauled out the typewriter
and tapped out a response to this professional
it was a rather nasty and defensive piece and 
after i read it a few times 
i discarded it and 
wrote another 
less angry
more patronizing in tone 
i went to bed in the sunlight

when i awoke some hours later
i read what i had written to the pro
it was still too defensive
not really what i wanted to say
so i pitched it
and wrote a third reply
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i thanked him for reading my work
and told him i was sorry he didn't "get it"
i disputed some of what he had said
about "tradition" and "heritage"
(didn't tradition begin somewhere?) 
and the place of "self" in my work
but i was still on the defensive
so the third attempt went in the shit can
with the rest
i still don't know quite what i want to say 
to the professional poet 
so i am writing this now 
hoping something will emerge 
that's how i write
but i guess i don't really have much to say 
to this guy
that wasn't in the writing i sent him 
except maybe
"delightful" has nothing to do with it 
"self" quite a bit to do with it 
and running your own press 
everything to do with it

PROBABLY THE BEST FRIEND I EVER HAD
the trusty little cat 
swipes at you 
with a fish 
in his mouth 
he knows you're 
routine 
a master 
in name only
he likes to eat 
almost as much 
as you do 
that's why 
you think 
he loves you

—  Scott Schafer
Port Angeles WA/ Portland OR
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THE LADIES IN THE PARLOR —  WHAT A LEWD
Spectacle. This is not a whore-house —  I 
have never been in one. It is the beauty
Salon, just half a block from the place where 
I once lived. Their heads engrossed in huge
Hair-dryers like relics from early deep- 
sea-diving times, their faces calm as cabbages
Zonked-out —  yet I get a sense of 
Jane Fonda in Barbarella hooked up to
The fuck-machine. You know they're getting 
it off —  but strictly in the head

where it matters

WHAT I PAINT IS PAINTINGS, ED CORBETT WAS
Known to have said —  not some jack
ass of a thing like a recollection from
Nostalgia, the sun going down above
the Gorge. Ed once said his intention was
Poetry —  then he revised this a little
his intention is not poetry. His best effects
Were sometimes found in erasures and smudges.
I defy the cognoscente to establish these were
Admitted mistakes —  errors in need of cor
recting. The gaping maw of a woman's
Cunt in bright light is not a mistake 
a vague tracery of that recumbent
Slit is never a mistake

—  however deep the shadows
I'll not go so far to say Corbett never 
painted anything but pussy,

I'll stand by his words —  
he painted paintings
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HOW PECULIARLY WIDE HER MOUTH IS
And how slender her face —  I know 
how narrow her hips will be, and how
Her cunt reaches almost from

her bellybutton 
to her asshole

LADIES ONCE
Projected 
the ambiance 
of cunt
With velvet 
gloves
Now
With a shrug 
of the shoulder

Or sloppy jeans

HOW BEAUTI-
Fully 
a woman's
Cunt 
can be
Viewed from 
the rear if
She doesn't 
mind bending
Over 
a little

IT IS NOT AS IF HER CUNT COULD REACH
Out with octuple fingers. But that is what 
her fingertips suggested at the back

of my neck

—  Judson Crews
Albuquerque NM

SHE HAD A HUMMINGBIRD ASS
& an alligator mouth & she would not 
go away no matter how badly i treated her 
i would say how can i miss you if you never go away 
& she would say things like
husbands & wives should always be side by side 
or marriage is the tie that binds forever
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or it takes 2 people to make 1 angel
i told her she was driving me crazy w/her perkiness
& she said that it wasn't a drive it was a putt & laughed
she always had a snappy comeback like that
one day she told me i had rocks up my ass
& i told her to take some time off from being a bitch
to learn the english language
& that the very least she could do was to get 
her idioms straight & that what she probably meant was 
that i had either rocks in my head or my head up my ass 
& she said yeah that's exactly what i meant 
i'd ask her why she stayed w/me & she'd say it was b/c 

she loved me
but would always then quickly add just like my mother 

used to
that although she loved me she didn't like me 
she didn't even stop talking in bed 
she'd shout out directions
do this do that now not now faster slower softer harder 
i feel it now now oops no i lost it 
finally she would come & when the echos had faded 
she would let me know just how good it was for her 
& how i might improve my performance the next time 
& then she wouldn't let me sleep but instead selected 
that moment to tell me all about her day
i swear i was going nuts & i remembered when i was younger 
joking w/men in bars about the ideal wife 
being one who was deaf dumb & oversexed 
w/a father who owned a liquor store
& i no longer saw it as a joke but instead as an invitation 

to a quest
so one day when she was in the shower singing a show tune 
i threw a single bag of clothes together 
gathered my briefcase stuffed w/my poetry 
jammed my favorite rocker through the sunroof of my old 

dodge
grabbed a 5th of johnnie walker black from the cabinet 
and cruised out of the drive on the mightiest of missions 

& never returned

GOING TO MY SECOND WIFE'S FOURTH WEDDING W/MY THIRD WIFE 
& SON BY MY SECOND WIFE ABOARD THE S.S. JOHN BROWN IN 
THE MIDDLE OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY IN THE DEAD OF WINTER
my little boy was the ring-bearer 
& the ceremony took place 
in the captain's chambers 
w/the captain himself performing 
the wedding in his dress blues
the wind howled & waves slapped 
as the two dozen of us huddled
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in the cabin to witness the vows
she beamed & glowed
in her thick fur coat
& the groom shivered now & again
being underdressed
in his new black three-piece suit
she had married a symphony flute 
musician when she was 17 
who turned out to be gay 
a laborer when she was 24 
whom she left for me, a teacher, 
when she was 26
& now she was linking arms at 39 
w/a carpenter as she played 
the lady
after our kid provided the rings 
on command
& the i-do's were all said 
we all filed out & wished 
them well 
&
while my wife 
looked on indulgently 
i kissed my ex 
for the last time 
& whispered in her ear 
maybe this one will work 
after all
you've never been married 
on water before

—  Gary Blankenburg 

Sparks MD

READING WITH ONE EYE CLOSED
i once wrote a poem admitting the 
cruel tricks I used to control a woman 
who had been very good to me.
everyone tells me it's one of the best 
things i've ever written.
i also wrote an entirely different poem 
about how crazy and manipulative 
this same woman could be and what devices 
she employed to try to manipulate me.
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those who do not politely ignore that poem 
cite it as prima facie misogyny.

GEORGES SEURAT: MODELS
the great drawback of the poetry racket 
is that we do not work with nude models.
well, a few of us have attempted 
certain inroads in that area.
there remain methodological wrinkles, 
one occupational hazard is bursitis.
soon, of course, all the poets will be women, 
most of the models may be also, 
men will be left occasional cameo appearances 
on canvases such as,
and tarzan screamed, "the vine, jane, the vine!”
i am in training for 
humpty-dumpty.

MAGDALENA ABAKRONOWICZ: INFANTES, 1992
we no longer have heads,
but even without eyes or brains,
we have blindfolds.
we are androgynous,
not in the sense that we are
both male and female
but because we are no longer
either, or anything.
we do not have arms or hands; 
thus we neither produce 
nor reproduce.
we are, however, equal and, 
for the time we have left, 
darned proud of it.

LOVE CAN BLIND
we have four cats and one dog, 
three of the cats taunt the dog
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whenever they are safely behind glass doors
or atop the back wall.
consequently the dog hates them and,
whenever she slips into the house
or is allowed into the front yard,
you can be sure she sends them scurrying
like a Siamese fire drill.
the fourth cat is old
and never runs from the dog
so the dog doesn't chase her.
they act, in fact, as if they would
really like to be friends.
they often sleep almost huddled together,
separated only by the plate-glass windows
or sliding patio doors.
i have tried to let them get to know
each other in the same room also,
and such encounters always proceed
without hostility or violence
until the dog tries, instinctively,
to sniff the cat's ass. then the cat,
understandably indignant, flares up and
hisses and swipes with its claws.
the dog comes within a centimeter
of being blinded, and i have to
put her back outside.
i perceive a confucian dictum in all this:
it is best to keep one's snoot 
out of the desired one's anus 
during the initial stages of wooing.

COVER THY FLANKS
the new biography of einstein 
alleges he was a womanizer 
who "may have" beaten his wife 
and who "deteriorated" into misogyny.
an awful lot of very intelligent 
men seem to have "deteriorated" 
into misogyny, if one is to 
believe the feminist and male- 
feminist revisionist biographies.
maybe what they call misogyny 
is not so much a form of 
deterioration as it is a mature 
stage of experientially-acquired 
wisdom.
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THE SWEATIEST THEOLOGIANS
at 4:48 we are awakened by 
a 7.4 earthquake. it lasts seemingly 
forever. it gives the house a 
damn
good shaking but, since the epicenter 
is a hundred miles away in yucca valley, 
it does no visible damage.
three hours later, a 6.5 earthquake 
arrives. i don't even bother getting 
out of bed for this one. then, when 
t.v. transmission is restored, i learn 
that its epicenter was big bear, we own 
a cabin at big bear, cabins are burning 
from gas leaks. fireplaces have crumbled, 
all the phone lines are busy.
i also have a foot, ankle, and leg so 
swollen and painful that for a month i 
have been barely able to walk. but 
i have resolved to go to the ymca pool 
and at least try to get the circulation 
going.
when i get to the locker room 
a young guy and an old guy 
are debating whether the seeming 
increase in the frequency of earthquakes 
over the last few years signals the 
approach of armageddon. frankly i hope 
so.

SHRINKING VIOLETS
"i guess," she says, having 
failed an audition to become 
a professional singer, "i'll just 
have to remain a humble poet."
"you know," i tell her, "i've 
known a lot of poets, many of them 
fairly well, and among the many 
virtues conspicuously absent from 
their character profiles, 
humility may be the most widespread."

—  Gerald Locklin 
Long Beach CA
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SPINNING THE RIBBON ... (1985)
o.k. now, he said, Falcon, I want you to pack off, you've 
been eating at me long enough, much too long, I know you 
used to know William Faulkner and not everybody can say 
that, and I know you have to use a bed pan and that you're 
wired for sound —  but Falcon, I've got my problems too: 
the other day I was on the freeway and my left front wheel 
came off —  shit like this happens to all of us and I like 
to lend support but more and more the vertigo of the action 
hampers my reasonability

I
put my shorts on backwards the other morning and

the other evening
the Queen of the Seawolves knocked on my door asking for a 
part of my soul, and Falcon, you know
a man can only give so much and then it's gone, Falcon,

I' ve
reached and reached and they always want more, 

hell,
all I want to do is lay back

listen to the band 
music and

eat orange
slices —

you know, Falcon, this is a terrible poem 
a

very terrible poem (stupid
yes)

I am playing with words like a man trying to tune a bad 
piano

but the strange thing is that even when I write
badly

it's better than most —
Jesus Christ,

the light bulb just went out 
Falcon, go away 
find Faulkner 
find Falstaff 

I
have been dented and dented so much that I just smile 
through the fire, Falcon,

Falcon
Falcon

the sound of this machine is all that I have even when 
it doesn't say anything
the towel hangs in the bathroom 
and better that,

Falcon, than
me.
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FLOPHOUSE (1990)
you haven't lived 
unless you've been in a 
flophouse
with nothing but one 
light bulb 
and 56 men 
squeezed together 
on cots
with everybody 
snoring 
at once
and some of those
snores
are so
deep and
gross and
unbelievable —
dark
snotty
gross
subnormal
ultra wheezings
from hell
itself.
your mind 
almost breaks 
under that 
sound
and the 
intermingling 
stinks: 
hard
unwashed socks 
pissed and 
shitted 
underwear
and over all 
a slowly turning 
waft of 
air (?)
much like that 
emanating from 
uncovered 
garbage 
cans.
and those
bodies
in the dark
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fat and babies
thin once
and
twisted what

happened
some to
legless them?
armless

and what
some has
mindless happened

to
and worst of me"? 
all:
the total it's dark
absence of and cold
hope out

here.
it shrouds
over
them
covers them 
totally.
it's not
worth
it.
you get 
up
go out
walk the 
streets
up and 
down
s idewalks
past buildings
around the 
corner
and back 
up
the same 
street
thinking
these men 
were all



I HAVE THIS ROOM (1985)
I have this room up here where I sit alone and it's much 
like my rooms of the past —  bottles and papers, books, 
belts, combs, old newspapers, various trash spread about, 
my disorder was never chosen, it just arrived and it 
stayed.
in the time of each there's never enough time to place 
all things right —  there is always breakdown, loss, the 
hard mathematic of 
confusion and 
weariness.
we are harangued with immense and trivial tasks 
and times arrive of stoicsm or of horror when it becomes 
impossible to pay a gas bill or to even answer the threat 
from the IRS or termites or the papal doom of serving 
your soul (?) up for self-surveillance.
I have this room up here and it's much the same as always: 
the failure to live grandly with the female or the 
universe, it gets so stuffy, all rubbed raw with self
complaint, attrition, re
runs .
I have this room up here and I've had this same room in 
so many cities —  the years shot suddenly away, I still 
sit feeling no different than in my youth.
the room always was —  still is —  best at night —  
the yellowness of the electric light while sitting and 
drinking —  all we've ever needed was a minor retreat 
from all the galling nonsense:
we could always handle the worst if we were sometimes 
allowed the tiniest of awakenings from the nightmare, 
and the gods, so far, have allowed us 
this.
I have this room up here and I sit alone in the floating,
poking, crazy ultimates, I am lazy in these fields of pain
and my friends, the walls, embrace this once-gamble —
my heart can't laugh but sometimes it smiles
in the yellow electric light: to have come so far to
sit alone
again
in this room up here.

—  Charles Bukowski 
San Pedro CA
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VERY SPECIAL PUBLICATION
Paul Agostino's Created Writing: Poetry From New Angles 
unpriced fm. Prentice Hall, tJpper Saddle River NJ 07458.
MODERN CLASSICS::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Gerald Locklin's Charles Bukowski: A Sure Bet $25 fm.
Water Row Press, P.0. Box 438, Sudbury MA 01776, The New 
Male $5 fm. bleeding heart press, P.0. Box 81305, Lincoln 
NE 68501, and The Pittsburgh Poems unpriced fm. Zerx Press, 
725 Van Buren Place Sfe, Albuquerque NM 87108 (the latter 
publ. dos-a-dos with Mark Weber's Not The Pittsburgh 
Poems)"; J Wilma Elizabeth McDaniel's A Bowl of Sopas fm. 
author, 498 S. Blackstone (#57), Tulare CA 93274. Y ~Steve 
Richmond's Spinning Off Bukowski $14.95 fm. Sun Dog Press, 
22058 Cumberland br., Northville MI 48167, and Fingerbells 
& Castanets $5 fm.Alpha Beat Press, 31 Waterloo $t., New 
Hope PA 18938. JT Denise Duhamel's How The Sky Fell $6 fm. 
Pearl Editions, 3030 East 2nd St., Long Beach CA 90803 J 
Barbara Drake's Space Before A, unpriced fm. 26 Books, 6735 
SE 78th, Portland OR 97206.
VERY HIGHLY RECOMMENDED:
Joshua Saul Beckman's At The News Of Your Death $2.50 fm. 
Permeable Press, 47 Noe St. (#4), San Francisco CA 94114.
5 Richard M. West's The Woman In The Kettle Of Fish $9 fm. 
Cellar Door Press, 8570 NE Hidden Cove Rd., Bainbridge 
Island WA 98110. 1 Steven McDaris' The Moon Gets Laid $4
fm. Skinner's Irregular Horse, 1600 TT 37th St., Milwaukee 
WI 53215. JT Joe Maynard's Grampa Odis and Tsaurah Litzky's 
Blessing Poems $5 each fm. synaethesia press, P.0. Box 2422, 
Tempe AZ 85280. IT Mark Weber's The Return of Harriet, Wan- 
dering Jew Mom unpriced fm. non compos mentis press, 240 
Thompson Ave., East Liverpool OH 43920, Existential Hum $6 
fm. Pearl Editions, 3030 E 2nd St., Long Beach CA 90803, 
and Libretto To Obbligatos For Terpsichorean Dipsomaniacs 
unpriced fm. Zerx Press, 725 Van Buren Place SE, Albuquer- 
que NM 87108. f Sestet (by Julia Casterton, Tobias Hill, 
Joan Jobe Smith, Huw Watkins, Howard Wright, Alicia Yer- 
burgh) $9 fm. Staple First Editions, Tor Cottage, 81 Caven
dish Rd., Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3HD, England. J David 
Elsey’s Gray Light $3 fm. smellfeast, 805 E. Cambridge (#5), 
Fresno CA 93704. J Todd Kalinski's Tangiers Nowhere $5 fm. 
Bleeding Heart Press, P.0. Box 81305, Lincoln NE 68501.
HIGHLY RECOMMENDED I::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Marilyn Johnson's A Necessary Fire $8.95 fm. Pearl Editions, 
3030 E. 2nd St., Long Beach CA 90803. $ A.D. Winans' This 
Land Is Not My Land unpriced fm. Green Bean Press, 22 Stra
thmore Village Dr., S. Setauket NY 11720. I Ana Christy's 
Real Junkies Don't Eat Pie $10 fm. Alpha Beat Press, 31A 
Waterloo St., New Hope PA 18938. y To Be Continued....
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